About Code

Exposing the cursed printed materials of the Jehovah's Witness cult.
Subliminal Images - Mind Control - The Occult
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Preface

Some believe there is something called the bible code. Some believe the bible has advanced
coding in it featuring future predictions and past events. Now, there is something just as
strange and advanced. When my website was launched it provided the proof. It closed the
case. What was once speculated has now been proven. The code was never meant to be
found.

Chapter 1
The Cult
The slavery of the Jehovah’s Witness cult schedule in order to “work out one’s salvation”
is the definition of tension. It is abnormal and sick to give a child two bimonthly magazines
and have them learn that taking in knowledge is a requirement to everlasting life.
One day while standing in a house I was in the process of throwing out Jehovah’s Witness
materials. I paused for a minute and decided to look at one of their books. Something was
strange and it seemed as though time stopped and the book came alive and was looking at
me. It was something that I cannot describe but I passed it off as an anomaly. I never knew
this research would lead to a startling discovery as I went back to progress. I began to
research the Jehovah's Witness cult because of the bizarre behavior of cult members that I
have known. The cult teaches members to knock at people's doors with the magazines they
produce. The Jehovah's Witnesses love with a passion the Watchtower magazine. The cult
also publishes an Awake! magazine. I did not put the exclamation point there. The magazine
is called Awake! A researcher I once listened to gave a lecture on mind control. He
mentioned something to the effect that the mind control slave may not hear certain things you
say when speaking. Recalling my experiences with Jehovah's Witnesses I have observed
this. Once a Jehovah's Witness elder introduced me to an entrance of a library of watchtower
books. It was located inside the cult's church. I mentioned my computer to him. His mind then
turned off, he put his head down and appeared to go into a trance like state. He did not hear
anything I said. His body froze and he did not move. Then after a very long pause he came
back into consciousness gripping his briefcase. He pointed to the library, then not saying a
word, turned around and scurried away from me. He seemed disturbed and upset. The cult
members must sit in the Kingdom Hall with the watchtower magazine. Jehovah’s Witnesses
adore the watchtower magazine. The cult members read them vigorously and wait in
expectation for the cult to print new ones (very soon). The watchtower society has a “Pyramid
monument.” It was consecrated to the cult. The nonsense that surrounds this is that it is
Charles Taze Russell's grave. That is a lie. I have seen the actual grave of C.T. Russell.
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It must be understood that some things in the world are so amazingly unknown, and there
are many great secrets. Such things are well guarded so all clues must be considered. There
are structures in the world shredding documents. There are compartments within
compartments. Jehovah's Witnesses are a cult. Many of these cult members are people of
hate and ignorance. Trying to reason with them would do no good. Especially, those who
have been isolated and brainwashed with the cult propaganda. It damages the mind in so
many ways even going to a metaphysical level. To get a Jehovah's Witness to look into their
cult, it would be recommended to trick them. Tell them, that a web site has something to do
against Christendom. Then they would go to it. If anything remotely negative is said about
their cult, they are so hate filled, they would just walk away strutting and ignoring. Jehovah's
Witnesses are actually a stereotyped race of people. This construct has actually created a
whole mixed race of special people. Jehovah's Witnesses are very conditioned and share the
same disorders. The generational cult versions are very brainwashed. Raised in this manner
they are not allowed to wrestle, take self defense classes; practice fencing, grow a beard;
and many other things. They are like a futuristic version of someone that was grown in a tube
and set upon the world. Many years ago I once witnessed two Jehovah's Witness
grandfathers who came over during cult recruiting. They saw some type of athlete stretching
on television. One said, "Violence." the other said, "Violence." (then mumbled sounds that
were slightly inaudible). They were in some type of light trance like state which is hard to
describe. In the strangest robotic way they shifted their bodies at the same time and their
heads shivered a bit, froze in a pause in unison; then turned their backs fully to the TV and
immediately stated to talk gibberish very fast as if they were terrified. All of the mental illness
disorders of these people are shared. Even the lies they tell are shared. There is no
individual, they are all the same. There is no question this is a mind control cult and a
Jehovah's Witness would not be able to put such a construct together.
Even though this book has proved the Jehovah's Witness cult to be an Illuminati front a
person may still not be able to fully comprehend it as they should. There are different levels
of understanding through vast populations; furthermore, if one is naturally wicked you must
side with the same spirit. Jehovah Witnesses view themselves as wounded warriors and
heroes. They actually believe that no one likes them, and everyone in the world is spreading
lies about them. This is a delusion that exists in their minds. The world loves the Jehovah
Witness. A cult like this that will let a child die refusing it a blood transfusion, and a cult like
this that has broken up and destroyed countless families is beloved. I once observed a
television talk show where someone stated something about the Jehovah Witnesses being in
control if holidays were eliminated. A person immediately said in a snotty way (as to say it is a
good thing), "What's wrong with being a Jehovah Witness?" Everyone basically said, "So
what, nothing wrong with it at all." However, a main attack the cult comes under is from
ignorant Christians. Many of this kind keep attacking Jehovah's Witnesses for not saluting a
flag and participating in wars.
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I have researched witchcraft and the occult planning to write books on such. I also wrote
some science fiction which I never bothered to officially finish. I have come to the conclusion
that it is good that I never finished. I believe most if not all are a part of some cabal that locks
into occult constructs, and one has to be a part of something in order to advance. Some state
Gene Roddenberry (Star Trek creator) was an elite Freemason. He was also a futurist and
had dealings with NASA. The movie Westworld (release date 1973) was supposedly the first
film to predict the computer virus. It is logical that constructs and think tanks with futurists are
functioning with secret technology, electronics, and so forth. Many writers (if not all) merely
related to these. Some sitting on boards in councils with the latter.
I never needed to continue just one field of research. After seeing much psychotic behavior
from Jehovah's Witnesses the author began researching the cult. I began to research the
Jehovah's Witness cult because of the extraordinarily bizarre behavior of cult members that I
have seen (especially as a child). The strange behavior culminated many years later (I had
no contact with Jehovah Witnesses for many years later). An event happened and will never
be forgotten. The strange behavior culminated with an encounter with a Jehovah Witness
called Hosea and his wife Dee. For a couple of months I had been trying to get them to
answer a question regarding the Watchtower cult changing the 1914 (generation not passing)
date. Which would mean they changed much of their history. After stalling for months trying to
pretend to be my friend, Hosea finally answered the question. Simultaneously his wife went
into a semi trance state and denied the date change (with very slow speech) in a robotic way,
"Please don't listen to what people say, what people say, about us because people …
they … they just don't know what they're talking about." While Hosea went into a semi
trance state (he was frozen with a strange angry look) and said they changed it. As Hosea
was frozen in a semi trance a strange smile came on him and did not leave his face as the
eyes did not blink. He was grimacing and saying in a muffled odd way, "Yeah, … we …
changed … it … Yes … Yes … Yes." Simultaneously as he was doing this Dee was
speaking, "Please don't listen to what people say, what people say, about us because
people … they … they just don't know what they're talking about." Hosea before this
went into a total of 4 trance like states. The face froze and the body froze. There was no
blinking and he stared for a period (once for about 5 seconds). I must say I have seen this
strange behavior from many Jehovah's Witnesses. There is so-called family in the cult. The
strange behavior that I have seen I actually started to write a book about but left the project. It
would have been too big. I never joined this cult but they were heavily trying to con my
mother into it when I was a child. Jehovah's Witnesses are notorious liars. What broke the
spell on my mother was the lies. A Jehovah’s Witness would say all who are not Jehovah's
Witnesses need to be killed by God at Armageddon. Then lying saying they do not believe
that. They did the same thing to me. A Jehovah’s Witness elder called Charlie Smith told me
God would not kill the natives of the wilderness. Then when I sat in on a cult recruiting
session he had with my mother, he was talking about the need for Catholics to be killed
because if they were brought into the new system, they would be a threat to the Jehovah's
Witnesses. I was shocked and told him of our previous conversation when he stated certain
people would be saved and not killed for not being a Jehovah Witness. He then lied and said
he never said that.
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My mother's sister (a Jehovah's Witness) stated her two sons would be killed by Jehovah
(because they left the society). She then began crying and weeping. She told this to my
mother many years ago. After that event my mother's sister came up very close to me
whispering. Why come up to someone very close and whisper when no one is around? this
has occurred often and is not normal. This person then stated that she tries to talk to my
mother (about her cult) and my mother starts yelling at her and saying, "You think I am going
to be killed for not being a Jehovah Witness!” My mother's sister then told me that she has to
calm her down and say,
"NO, I DO NOT THINK YOU ARE GOING TO DIE."
She lied to me. Why would she lie about that? This lying seems to be some type of spiritual
disease that many Jehovah's Witnesses have. No one is perfect but this is sickening. I have
seen this person go into what looks like states of suspended animation. To sum up that family
I would describe them as cold-blooded and inhuman.
This worldly structure that a Jehovah’s Witness would call “Satan's world” has “Economic
Warfare” and “Psychological Warfare.” The Jehovah's Witness (Watchtower Society) cult has
something they call “Theocratic Warfare.” The Watchtower Society teaches Jehovah's
Witnesses they can lie to people. I believe some of the lying they do is on some subliminal
level, and sometimes they know full well what they are doing. Jehovah's Witnesses are the
Watchtower Society. The society produces Watchtower and Awake! (with an exclamation
point) magazines. The Jehovah's Witnesses are a worldly protestant printing religion where
cult members are love bombed and guilted to cult recruit at people's doors until they die. It is
cult doctrine that members must take the cult's magazines and knock on doors with them for
their life span. The cult calls it, “field service.” The cult brings in big money. Cult members are
nothing but servants of the corporate business structure. The Jehovah's Witnesses are an
Illuminati mind control cult. However one wishes to define the Illuminati can be various.
Jehovah's Witnesses are not nor have they been in control. They should separate from their
cult and stop funding it. They can keep their beliefs and stop being the globalist slaves that
they are. The cult is some type of mind control project bringing very strange people together.
Jehovah's Witnesses believe that they are preaching door to door because Jesus was a
Jehovah's Witness and told them to (another cult lie). The door knocking cult recruitment
accomplishes nothing. They mainly meet people who are ignorant as to what a cult is and
then let cult recruiters into their home. Getting goofy men to shake each other's hands does
not accomplish anything.
The allegations of subliminal images in Jehovah's Witness publications has happened
many years ago (with no proof). A person once speculated that something was strange and
was thrown out of the cult. When my website was launched it provided the proof. It closed the
case. What was once speculated has now been proven.
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Chapter 2
Discourse on Subliminals
Death and destructive learning (or) imagery may serve as mind manipulation, shutting
down the consciousness and retarding an individual. Paraphrasing Subliminal Seduction
death symbolism may be a tool to circumvent consciously discriminating perception.
Much of what people believe to be subliminal images are not. One can naturally perceive
images in clouds and see faces here and there. One may think they have one only to end up
with mere half tones blended. Then a person may perceive a face. One may think they have
one but do not. I once saw a video where someone claimed he found a subliminal image of a
demon in a painting (not from a Jehovah's Witness material). I could tell it was a mistake and
was not a subliminal image. Some can get carried away trying to disclose things when they
should just remain silent. It is a tricky subject as one can also use the tactic of the natural odd
phenomenon (supposed religious figure appearing in a piece of toast) and piggy back on that
and glaze a subliminal to make it appear as though it is just an odd aspect of nature.
Anyone can think they see something when they do not. Let's say, a face in the clouds.
Maybe ink smears on a paper and then something falls on it. Then one may say something
looks like a face. The strongest evidence that is noted here is the sketched in patters in
relation to the supposed face fading in and out that one may think they see or imagine (face
in clouds, etc.). You will note the sketched in and also the light glazing process of drawing or
painting. In the beginning of Chapter 4 the main caption has a sketched in face. You can tell
by looking that It was drawn in. Not a printing happenstance or some smear or half tones
making a fading image that one may think to see.
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Different theories for the use of subliminal images:
There are a variety of opinions on subliminal images. Why they are used and so forth. To
explore this may be a dead end as it is logical there is advanced research and secret
science. The full truth may never come out.

An explanation from an occult mindset: Cells of the body emit light. Light/information:
information received = light received, effecting the human. Knowledge in the body effecting
aspects of oneself. The body chemistry may effect the mind and will. The emotional state
may be effected and perhaps one's health. Some may believe negative images can make
one terrified or obedient. To bend the will in complex ways.
Some may feel that symbolism can be telepathic. Speech through pictures casting imagery
from a space in the mind to another. Communicating images into the mind. Occultists may be
using mind manipulating techniques on society or a form of pseudo science magic.
Death communication: from private secret research? Fear shock, emitting an energy field.
Feeding an abnormal source and effecting the human. Putting one into a sad state (new age
term, low vibrational state). Effecting the person making one obedient shutting down parts of
the mind.
Scientific: to communicate with the so-called reptile brain. To supposedly disconnect the
functions of the two parts of the brain so that people can be manipulated through the right
brain while conscious of the left. It is said they can plant images into the right brain using
symbolism and subliminal imagery. Telling the left brain how to interpret them. There are
articles that have mentioned the latter, and the so-called reptilian brain.
Who knows the effect that these things have. Who knows the effect private research groups
and corporations have in developing occult science (and a variety of other things).
Subliminal Seduction was a book written by a psychologist. It deals with subliminals in
advertisements. It states the Calvert alcohol ad contains death and sex symbolism. With
faces embedded, death imagery, and so on. It states it is certain the company Calvert has
pretest data on their advertisements. The book suggests a congressional committee should
request the data and the social effects of the ads. It is said there is research by the
advertising industry investigating death symbolism, and the subliminal manipulability of man
through it.
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Many know nothing of the secret organizations that are about. Those who are said to
expose some of them, may not understand, that the ones known about may not be all that
there are. In cemeteries one will see (if they are aware) many masonic emblems on graves.
Subliminals can serve many purposes. If an esoteric occultist were to see allot of V
symbology, they would know what it is (the masses would not). It is logical that cult groups
are secretly one (and other things as well). The ADL (previously known as the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith ) has an effect on structures. Then there is the Tavistock
Institute founded in 1946. They deal with so-called social sciences. They are said to have
developed brainwashing techniques. To detail this one group would be too much to deal with.
One should do independent research. If one thinks racial integration and other issues just
happen they should consider what NGOs (Non-Governmental Organizations) or occult
constructs may be behind these changes.
A secret has come out. Charles Taze Russell was evidently not the first president of the
Watchtower Society. It was a steel tycoon and philanthropist, William Henry Conley (probably
other secret backers with the official stories of how the cult was started being false). It is
rumored the B'nai B'rith organization also helped to fund the Jehovah’s Witness cult into
being. While researching the occult I came across an essay written by a Satanist that stated
the Rockefeller Foundation secretly funds the Jehovah's Witness cult. Rockefeller also
funded the Tavistock Institute. One of the so-called,13 bloodlines of the Illuminati, is said to
be Rockefeller. Interesting that the company New World Records was founded with a grant
from the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Jehovah’s Witness cult's bible is titled, New World
Translation. Religious structures are a part of the system bringing in money and pacifying the
populace. Viewed as important for society they say that there are 7 million Jehovah's
Witnesses. I do not believe that at all. I believe this is propaganda. I would estimate there are
the same amount as in (around) the year 1993. Perhaps 3,500,000. Every Kingdom Hall (the
cult's church) that I have been to as a child is now closed down and abandoned. I also know
of one that has closed down as of the year 2006. It was looking new and spotless now it is
closed down and vacant. The one that cult elder Charlie Smith went to is closed down as
well. Many years ago cult elder Charlie Smith was transferred to another Kingdom Hall, and I
have looked into it. It is closed down. The cult is in trouble. The cult has now recently
revamped the holy magazines, the Watchtower and Awake! They cut them down to where
they are now credit card thin. They have disrespected the slave labor of their predecessors
and are encouraging cult members to read more parts online.
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Chapter 3
Unknown Glyph
The S can come in different versions: From the book, The Rosicrucians: Their Rites and
Mysteries: with Chapters on the Ancient Fire and Serpent Worshippers, and Explanations
of the Mystic Symbols Represented in the Monuments and Talismans of the Primeval
Philosophers: (1879) Fig. 167, “The Hook of Saturn”
The Watchtower Sept. 15, 1974
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Jehovah’s Witness Watchtower, Aug. 15, 2006.

The Dictionnaire Infernal (1818)

The serpent type

Elongated S above eyelid

Jehovah’s Witness book, Pay Attention to Daniel's Prophecy. An S on the forehead. The bottom part of the S makes the
eyebrow. There is a face image slightly away from the nose. Close up on pages 10 & 11 titled Fig. A.
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Jehovah’s Witness Awake! magazine May 2009. There is a face image in the jacket. The artistic detail is not consistent, that
jacket part has heavy detail to show the face. Awkward way to hold a jacket, the hand looks to be making “the horned hand
sign.” There is a “sideways S” above the right eye, just below the top part of the hair, just like in the other Awake! magazine;
the S needs to be rotated counter-clockwise to see it as orthodox (view page 12).

S
A Jehovah’s Witness flyer: The animal’s head seems normal at first but looks as if a face is hidden with an eye closed so as
to be looking at you

Fig. C below
Fig. A : Head of Daniel from page 9 and 11.

Fig. A

Fig. C
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Jacket caption from above
rotated counter-clockwise to vertical.

The Jehovah’s Witness book, Pay Attention to Daniel's Prophecy

Winking face under the bottom part of the S away from the top part of Daniel's nose. Enlarged on page 10 titled Fig. A
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The Watchtower March 1, 2013

Awake! magazine Jan. 22, 2004

Above from the main caption:
Rotated counter-clockwise the S is seen
exactly as the previous page.
The black outline shows the dash
the red outline highlights the S
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Chapter 4
Code Chapter
The Watchtower, July 1, 2010, p. 23

Face lightly sketched purposely on forearm

Fig. 6

Fig. 3

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Awake! magazine (1999) View page 27 of this book

Fig. 5

Fig. 3 The Watchtower July 1, 2010. It was sketched in. For explanation view page 5
Fig. 4 Awake! March 2011. View page 14. Ruth's neck
Fig. 5 The Watchtower October 15, 2001. View page 15. A face with a hand covering the mouth
Fig. 6 The Watchtower back cover, March 1, 2013: View page 16
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Jehovah’s Witness magazine, Awake!, March 2011, p.31

Notice Ruth's hand as it is over her chest. In the picture to the right (which is black and white) the hand is removed
uncovering the nostril area (or beak) on what looks like a hidden face.
Finger covering the nose.

To the right the image is more apparent.

Fig. 4
14

The man's finger looks to be covering part of the same face's mouth (but not the nostril) as in the former image from the
Awake! magazine (ten years previous). View page 14.
The Watchtower, Oct. 15, 2001, p. 4

Fig. 5

15

Back cover of the Watchtower March 1, 2013

Same face in the bottom of the beard. View close up captions on page 13
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Chapter 5
Demon Hell Fantasy Imagery
Demonic rune symbols upon the forehead.

The middle demon is from Dungeons & Dragons Player's Handbook 3, Psionic, Divine,
and Primal Heroes: “Chapter 2 Character Classes”, page 112. The top of the page states,
RunePriest Paragon Paths. Note the rune symbol on the forehead. The book states many
runes have been lost over the centuries. Note the Jehovah's Witness figure to the right.
The rune type symbols are similar to the demon to the left. The Jehovah's Witness figure
to the right is on page 31. You can view the head caption without the highlighting. You
may have to stare at the forehead for a while to see the runes/symbol. The first figure
pictured is covered on page 27.
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It is not just a matter of someone thinking they see a word pattern in a stock of wood or
something in the sky. There is a consistency that must be understood. Forget about the half
face sketched in on page 13 (fig.3). Aside from the non-demonic there is a demonic
consistency.
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Note the magic nails from the book below (Fig. 159) they appear to have symbols and runic writing.
Frederick Thomas Elworthy says in, The Evil Eye (1895):
"In Greek tombs nails have been found amongst other amulets used for the dead as well as for the living. In the present day
it is sought by human wisdom to strengthen the power of these nails; hence a nail by which some one has been slain on the
cross, or a nail from a shipwrecked vessel, has quite a special power … Many of these nails had inscriptions and symbols of
magic power engraved upon them, and once more we repeat that each added symbol was supposed to increase the
collective power of the whole. Most of the separate symbols found on these nails have been already described as
protectives against the evil eye--a fortiori, the nails were potent amulets."

Some magic is used for negative purposes. If the magic explanation is more dominant than subliminal, this makes the
Jehovah's Witness cult's holy printed materials cursed objects (which they are anyway).
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The Watchtower, Nov. 15, 1985, p. 20. The sharp icicle beard comes to points like shards. The E has a glazed S that will
appear by it. The top of the E merges with the S. This is a complex image (or magic). Also a lightning bolt type S is glazed
on to make the eyebrow above the left eye. Reference Chapter 6 page 35.
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The E

From page 20.

Dungeons & Dragons Hero's of Shadow. Chapter 3 Races of Shadow.

Note the two E markings on the shoulder.

The classic E again.
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Demon hell fantasy imagery as in the Mortal Kombat. Note the top part of the fist on the pointing hand. An image may fade
in and out and look strange to someone, but here we see a pattern.

The Watchtower, Sept. 15, 1998, p. 8
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The Watchtower, Jan. 1, 2010, p. 25

Bottom right of this page
Bottom left from page 22. Bottom right this page. Note the similar jack o'lantern type mouth.
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Jehovah’s Witness publication titled, Keep On The Watch! (2004). Skull wrist.

Look at the woman's wrist. Note how the wrist humps upward and the elongating of the
rest of the hand
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Demon hell fantasy imagery
Below left, a Watchtower caption from the next page. Next to it (as it is called) the “Satanic Skull Fantasy Sword.”

Demon Rebellion Sword

Titled, Demon's Skull Short Sword Dagger

From page 24

From pages 23-22
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The Watchtower, Aug. 1, 1978

Fantasy old world demon imagery
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Awake!, Nov. 22, 1999, p. 7

Face below the thumb. Close up on page 13
An E type symbol (similar to the one on page 31) written above his left eye. Also, to the left (of the forehead) an E pointing
upward (or a rune symbol).
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Chapter 6
The E

"Because of not constituting themselves friends of this corrupt, violent old world, Jehovah's Witnesses are misrepresented,
maltreated, and persecuted." The Watchtower, May 15, 1985, p. 11
Once again cult propaganda. The work of a sick mind. As I wrote before one of the mental illness disorders of Jehovah's
Witnesses is they believe that nobody likes them and is attacking them. This propaganda keeps the cult member isolated
from reality and loyal to the cult.
Below, Fig 173 from, The Rosicrucians: Their Rites and Mysteries: with Chapters on the Ancient Fire and Serpent
Worshippers, and Explanations of the Mystic Symbols Represented in the Monuments and Talismans of the Primeval
Philosophers: “Chapter The Twenty Seventh, The Rosicrucians Amidst Ancient Mysteries Their Traces Discoverable In The
Orders of Knighthood.” P. 239 states, "The Delphic "E" means the number " Five," or the half of the Cabalistic Zodiac, or the
Five Ascending Signs."
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5

E

Hell imagery squid. Left side of
hair. Note description on the
previous page and the next.

What looks like a number 5 is in the hair and the letter E is under it.

The number 5 can represent quintessence or spirit. There are 5 points on a pentagram.
The 5th letter of the alphabet equals the letter E
ABCD E = 5th letter of alphabet.
A squid type sea god such as Dagon. Hell imagery once again.
Sharp icicle type shards for the beard and hair. Good for a death metal rock album but
not for religious literature.
The E may also mean Enforcement. It can also be a Trident.
Certain words of the English language also start with the E
Economy
Enforcement
Empowerment
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View this head caption on page 17

Faint rune type “E” on the upper wrist

Rotated vertical to the right
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The Watchtower, Aug.15, 2007, p. 31

He is holding what looks like a rag beneath the “S” on his chest

The “S” with the “hook” again? (view page 11)
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While this man in front of the man with the S looks to be winking looking right at the viewer

Fig. A

This winking look is similar to Fig. A. from the cult's, Pay Attention to Daniel's
Prophecy book. View page 10 for a description.

The left eye looks away while the right eye appears to be winking

While he bears the E on the chest. In the occult the “e” may mean enforcement. It may
also be a trident. View page 32 for main photo.
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Is it over yet? No.

The Guard is sneering looking right at you with a smug look and might be pointing to the
S.
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Pay Attention to Daniel's Prophecy (1999). The E and the hooked S

You may have to concentrate a while and the hooked S will appear. Concentrate on the E and ignore the S. The E should
become more apparent
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Chapter 7
Hypnotism
Some have claimed to be victim of the Project MKUltra mind control program. There is a video game that is spelled Mortal
Kombat (instead of the orthodox combat). It is called MK. The game series contains occult knowledge. MK 4 of the series
seems as though it was purposely made to be overdone with horror. Almost developed by a demon himself. The video game
chipset-information is Midway Zeus Hardware. Note the strange depiction of hell and the yin yang symbol. Is the yin yang
symbol a subliminal disguise for a hypnosis spiral? Note the hellish demon skull above the yin yang symbol (near the upper
right corner).
Mortal Kombat video game

The Watchtower Sept. 15,
1998. View page 22
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Hypnosis spiral

The Watchtower may 1, 2010, p. 15.

The right cheek is made bulbous of a sort. Rotating the head what looks like a 6 or swirl is inside. Six can be an occult
numeric (666). The spiral also can form a 6. The spiral is also a goddess symbol in paganism. The spiral is used in hypnosis.
Most have seen imagery of people or cartoon characters being hypnotized by staring into a spinning spiral. Note the man is
not looking upward which would be a natural depiction for the position that he is in. Why is he not looking upward? It may be
because it would hide the hypnosis spiral. Another reason is revealed on the next page.
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The man has an angry face on his right hand. Notice he is frightened and looking away from the face as it is striving at him.
It looks as though it could be a, trick of the mind, or the proverbial face in the clouds that one could imagine. The face can
perhaps be imagined or something akin to the astral realm. I do not believe that’s what it is because of the consistent theme
(reference bottom page).

Face in upper left forearm view
previous page.

This one simple image appears to be a mass of hypnosis and subliminal imagery.
A Wikipedia article states on MK ULTRA:
"A precursor of the MKUltra program began in 1945 when the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency was established and
given direct responsibility for Operation Paperclip. The program recruited former Nazi scientists, some of whom studied
torture and brainwashing ...Declassified MKUltra documents indicate hypnosis was studied in the early 1950s. Experimental
goals included: the creation of "hypnotically induced anxieties,..."

Awake! magazine (1999) Reference p.13 (this book)
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A free pamphlet that was located at a market. Once I witnessed an old movie about a pope and the Vatican. When one came
in to see the pope I noticed large black spirals on the floor looking somewhat similar to the 666 or goddess spiral.

WE SEE WHAT LOOKS LIKE A 6 IN THE CENTER, AND THREE PYRAMIDS OR TRIANGLES
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One can see concentric circles all over society. Also, the logos of many companies resemble something that looks like a
ring of Saturn. Furthermore, there is the child's sucker with its swirls. Is it a coincidence? There is something called spinning
tortures. It is claimed to be used by Illuminati programmers. It has been said it is for creating alternate personalities. It is said
(that supposedly) viewing spinning tables or other contraptions can have an effect on the mind controlled slave or victim of
trauma based mind control. There may also be internal studies to show different effects that have not been theorized by the
mainstream or disclosed. Not to mention a conglomerate versed in such principles or a front operation (the system, etc.)
could just be using what they know and such being reflected in culture. Our society a reflection of those who are a part of the
network in some instances. Or perhaps not. One thing is certain. The Jehovah’s Witnesses have been exposed.
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